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Second-order sound field during megasonic cleaning of patterned silicon
wafers: Application to ridges and trenches
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We report calculations of first-order pressure and second-order pressure gradient fields in the
neighborhood of patterned silicon wafers. The patterned wafers consist of a single ridge and two
parallel ridges separated by a trench on a planar substrate. The efficacy of megasonic waves for
cleaning patterned wafers contaminated with micron to submicron silica particles is discussed by
comparing a removal force arising from the second-order pressure gradient to a van der Waals
adhesion force. The calculated second-order pressure gradient fields show that acoustic energy may
be concentrated in small volumes in the vicinity of pattern features with dimensions significantly
smaller than the wavelength of the incident acoustic wave. The angle the incident acoustic wave
makes with the planar substrate has a strong impact on the second-order pressure gradient field.
Grazing incident waves appear to provide a more efficient way of cleaning inside a trench.
Excitation of a trench resonant vibrational mode enhances the magnitude of the first-order pressure,
the second-order pressure gradient, and therefore the removal force. ©2001 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1398595#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Planar and patterned silicon wafers are routinely clea
using megasonic waves during the manufacturing of se
conductor devices. During this process, the wafers are
mersed in a water-based chemically active solution subje
to high power beams of acoustic waves. The frequency
these acoustic waves is typically in the interval 600 kHz
MHz. The direction of propagation differs whether on
cleans a single wafer or multiple wafers are processed sim
taneously.

Despite the success of this technology, the actual cle
ing mechanism is still subject to debate. Several proce
are believed to be operative, namely acoustic stream
acoustic pressure gradients, microcavitation, and pressur
hanced chemical reactivity. In a recent publication1 we cal-
culated the second-order streaming force in a fluid in
vicinity of the solid/fluid interface for a silicon wafer im
mersed in water. The components of the streaming force
allel and normal to the silicon/water interface were det
mined as functions of frequency and wave vector of
incident acoustic wave. We also calculated the normal co
ponent of the removal force acting on a spherical conta
nant particle adhering to the silicon surface. We found t
the removal force is too small to remove submicron partic

a!Electronic mail: deymier@u.arizona.edu
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In contrast the streaming force parallel to the solid/fluid
terface appears to concentrate enough energy in a
boundary layer near the surface to remove particles by pu
ing or rolling.

In most megasonic cleaning processes, the wavelen
of the sound waves exceeds the dimensions of contami
particles by orders of magnitude. We have shown that v
small solid objects such as contaminant particles hardly s
ter megasonic waves2 leading to negligible forces due to th
pressure gradient. In that study we limited ourselves to so
ing the linear wave propagation equation. In the present
ticle we investigate the effect of nonlinear contributions
the pressure gradient on megasonic cleaning. Here we fo
on the planar solid/liquid interface with features such a
ridge or trench. The ability of megasonic waves to remo
contaminants from patterned silicon wafers has not been
tablished clearly, especially cleaning between ridges or
side vias trenches in integrated circuits. In order to quan
the cleaning efficiency of megasonic waves we compare
moval forces calculated from the nonlinear~second-order!
pressure gradients in the vicinity of the feature to adhes
forces.

This article is organized as follows. In Sec. II we briefl
review the methodology employed to calculate the nonlin
~second-order! sound field and removal forces. Results f
the two systems we have studied, namely the planar inter
with a ridge or a trench, are reported in Sec. III. Final
1 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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conclusions regarding megasonic cleaning of patterned
fers are drawn in Sec. IV.

II. MODELS AND METHODS

A. Models

In this article we consider two inhomogeneous syste
composed of a rigid solid and a nonviscous fluid. These s
tems model patterned silicon wafers with an infinite rid
and an infinite trench, respectively. In the two cases the
fer fills the half spaceX3,0 in the Cartesian coordinat
system (OX1X2X3). The axis of the infinite raised feature o
ridge is oriented parallel to theX2 direction. We have as
sumed that its cross section has a Gaussian shape~see Fig. 1!
defined in the (X1OX3) plane by

f ~X1!5A expF2S X1

R D 4G .
We have chosen the Gaussian shape for the sake of m
ematical practicality.

We obtained a trench by constructing two Gauss
ridges. The cross section of the trench~double ridge! is given
by

f ~X1!5A expF2S uX1u
R

21.5D 4G10.02S 22
uX1u
R

16D ,

23<
X1

R
<3.

The linear term in the previous expression is added to
Gaussian function in order to slightly elevate the bottom
the trench with respect to the planar interface. This is nec
sary to avoid divergences in the computational method
scribed below. In the preceding expressions,A controls the
height of the ridge andR its width.

B. Calculation of the second-order acoustic field

1. General equations

The nonlinear motion in a viscous fluid, in the absen
of external forces, is governed by the Navier–Stokes eq
tion

FIG. 1. Cross section of a single Gaussian ridge~thin line! and two Gauss-
ian ridges separated by a trench~thick line!. A andR measure the height and
width of the raised features.
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wherev is the velocity,r the density,m and m8 the coeffi-
cients of shear and dilatation viscosity, andp the pressure. In
this article, for the sake of simplicity, we treat the case
nonviscous fluids. In the limit of a fluid without viscosity, th
Navier–Stokes equation reduces to the nonlinear Euler e
tion.

We briefly recall in this section the method used f
determining the time-independent second-order solution
the nonlinear Euler equation. Following Nyborg’s approac3

one makes the approximation that the fluid velocity, the
cess pressure, and the excess density are written as th
perposition:

v5v~1!1v~2!,

p2p~0!5p~1!1p~2!, ~2!

r2r~0!5r~1!1r~2!.

Here, the termsp(0) andr (0) are the static pressure and th
density of the fluid in the absence of acoustic field and
time and space independent.v(1), p(1), and r (1) are first-
order approximations to the nonlinear problem. These qu
tities vary sinusoidally in time with a pulsationv. The
second-order terms,v(2), p(2), and r (2), are time-
independent. Inserting Eq.~2! into the nonlinear Euler equa
tion, eliminating all terms of order greater than two, avera
ing the remaining terms over several sonic cycles, a
grouping the terms of the same order, yields the followi
equations

¹p~1!52r~0!
]v~1!

]t
, ~3a!

¹p~2![2r~0!^~v~1!
•¹!v~1!1v~1!~¹•v~1!!&. ~3b!

Equation~3a! gives the first-order pressure gradient vers
the first-order velocity field and is formally equivalent to th
equation of propagation of longitudinal waves in a nonv
cous fluid. In the limit of a very low compressible fluid, suc
as water, the termsr (1) and r (2) in Eq. ~2! are negligible
compared tor (0) andr'r (0). Then Eq.~3a! may be rewrit-
ten as

Dp~1!2
1

cl
2

]2p~1!

]t2 50, ~4!

wherecl is the longitudinal speed of sound in the fluid.
Eq. ~3b! the brackets,̂ &, indicate that a time average i
taken over several sonic cycles in order to retain only th
terms that are time independent.

2. Ridge and trench

We initially calculate the first-order pressure gradie
and then deduce the first-order velocity field. With Nybo
approach, the first-order velocity field is then used to obt
a second-order approximation of the pressure gradient
cording to Eq.~3b!. For the sake of simplicity we reduce th
problem to two dimensions and consider only wave pro
P license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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gation in the plane (X1OX3) perpendicular to the axis of th
ridge or trench. The first-order pressure gradient, assume
be a harmonic function of time, takes the form in compl
notation

p~1!~X1 ,X3 ,t !5p~1!~X1 ,X3!e2 ivt, ~5!

and Eq.~4! may be rewritten as

1

r~0! S ]

]X1
2 1

]

]X3
2 1

v2

cl
2 D p~1!~X1 ,X3!50. ~6!

We must solve Eq.~6! for the liquid motion subject to the
boundary condition¹p(1)50 in the direction perpendicula
to the solid–liquid interface. This boundary condition
equivalent to the condition of continuity of the acoustic d
placement along the normal to the rigid solid/nonvisco
fluid interface. For this we employ a method based
Green’s functions which has already been exposed in Re
This method allows one to write the pressure field,p(1)

3(D), in the fluid bounded by a surface supporting a line
feature in the form

p~1!~D !5psi
~1!~D !1gb~D,M !Tb~M ,M !psi

~1!~M !. ~7!

Equation~7! is an integral equation where summations ov
the positions belonging to the space of the interface betw
the ridge or the trench and the fluid,M, is implicit. D repre-
sents the space encompassing the entire fluid. The termgb

and psi
(1) are the Green’s function of the semi-infinite flu

bounded by a rigid planar surface atX350 and the pressure
field associated withgb , respectively.Tb(M ,M ) is a scatter-
ing function defined in the spaceM.
ti
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o
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From a practical point of view we consider the case
an incident compression wave traveling towards the surf
with an incident angleu i . Because the acoustic wave is r
flected by the rigid planar surface, the pressure field in
semi-infinite liquid in complex notation,p̃si

(1)(D), takes the
following representation

p̃si
~1!~X1 ,X3!5

W

2 H expF iv

cl
~X1 sinu i2X3 cosu i !G

1expF iv

cl
~X1 sinu i1X3 cosu i !G J , ~8!

whereW/2 is the amplitude of the incident pressure wav
For u i50, Eq. ~8! yields a standing wave varying like
cos((v/cl)X3).

In order to obtain the scattering function and the pr
sure field, one solves numerically the integral equation~7!.
For this we discretize space which transforms these eq
tions into discrete matrix relations. For this purpose, the a
Xl is divided into 2N intervals. In this way, the continuou
curve delimiting the interfacial spaceM is divided into small
segments. In practiceN is chosen to be large enough to ha
a good balance between convergence and computation t
Further details of the calculation as well as the numeri
procedure are given in Refs. 4 and 5.

Since the fluid undergoes harmonic motion with a tim
dependence according toe2 ivt, the first-order velocity field
is obtained from Eq.~3a!, as ṽ(1)5(2 i /vr (0))¹p(1).
With this, Eq.~3b! may be written in complex notation as
¹p~2!52r~0!
1

2
ReS 2ñ1

~1!
]ñ1

~1!*

]X1
1S ñ3

~1!
]ñ1

~1!*

]X3
1 ñ1

~1!
]ñ3

~1!*

]X3
D

0

2ñ3
~1!

]ñ3
~1!*

]X3
1S ñ3

~1!
]ñ1

~1!*

]X1
1 ñ1

~1!
]ñ3

~1!*

]X1
D D , ~9!
the
nd
sure
f a

the
r
ant

ticle

he
where the asterisk stands for the complex conjugate quan
All derivatives in the computational method are calcula
with a symmetric finite difference method.

C. Removal and adhesion forces

We consider the effect of the second-order sound field
cleaning efficiency. In Ref. 1 we have shown that in fi
approximation, a contaminant particle of volumeV in the
fluid is subjected to a force

f5E
V
¹p2dV. ~10!

Here we have made the assumption that the contami
particle does not perturb the first-order sound field. In
case of small particles compared to the scale of the variat
in the second-order pressure gradient, Eq.~10! may be sim-
ty.
d

n
t

nt
e
ns

plified as the product of the gradient and the volume of
particle. The removal force is consequently colinear a
points in the same direction as the second-order pres
gradient. A contaminant particle adhering to the surface o
wafer may be removed, during megasonic cleaning, if
force given by Eq.~10! counteracts the London–van de
Waals adhesion force, usually considered to be the domin
attractive force for short distances in particle adhesion.6 The
van der Waals force of adhesion between a spherical par
of radiusr 0 and a surface is given by7

f vdW5
A132r 0

6~d2r 0!2 , ~11!

whered is the distance of the center of the particle to t
surface. The effective Hamaker constant,A132, is a function
of the material constituting the particle~material 1!, the sur-
P license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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face ~material 2!, and the medium surrounding the particl
surface system~material 3!. Here we consider the case of
silica contaminant particle in water adhering to a wa
coated with a thin layer of silica. The Hamaker constant
that system isA13250.83310220J.8,9 In the case of a par
ticle nearly in contact with the surface, the separation d
tanced2r 0 is only on the order of a few angstroms.10

III. RESULTS

All results presented below are for ridges and trenc
with A52R, that is an aspect ratio of 1:1. For reasons
convergence of the numerical algorithms we have limited
calculations to reduced frequencies in the range 0.1<v*
<0.5, wherev* 5vR/cl . The first-order pressure is re
ported in units ofW. To obtain more manageable values f
the second-order pressure gradient we define a scaled
sure gradient, ¹ p̂(2), by ¹p(2)5¹ p̂(2)(cl

2W2/R)10220

N m23. The discretization of the interface domain for th
ridge and the trench~dual ridges! is done withN5300 and
N5500, respectively.

In Secs. III A and III B we report two-dimensional con
tour maps of the first-order pressure and the second-o
pressure gradient around a single ridge and a trench.
implication of the sign~direction! of the gradient on particle
removal is discussed in a qualitative manner in these s
sections. A more quantitative discussion and comparison
tween the removal forces and the adhesion forces is give
Sec. III C.

A. Ridge

The effects of frequency on the first-order pressure fi
in the case of an incident plane wave perpendicular to
planar substrate (u i50) is reported in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!.
These figures are two-dimensional contour maps of the p
sure around the raised feature with lines representing isob
For an angular frequencyv* 50.1, the wavelength of the
standing wave amounts to 2pR/v* 520pR. This wave-
length is significantly larger than the size of the ridge. T
pressure field is distorted in the vicinity of the ridge in ord
to satisfy the continuity condition of the displacement at
solid/liquid interface. At higher frequency and shorter wav
length the ridge scatters the incident wave leading to m
significant modifications of the isobars. Figures 3 and 4
lustrate the spatial variations of the second-order pres
gradient at the two frequencies 0.1 and 0.5. The magnit
and direction of the components of the gradient are given
contour maps of sgn(¹p̂i

(2))log(u¹p̂i
(2)u) with i 51,3. A nega-

tive sign indicates that the gradient is oriented along
direction of the negativeXi ’s. The indicated value is a mea
sure of the order of magnitude of the gradient.¹ p̂1

(2) is an
antisymmetrical function ofX1 for both frequencies while
¹ p̂3

(2) is symmetrical.
In relation to removing contaminant particles ne

ridges, since the removal force is parallel to the second-o
pressure gradient, it is worth noting that in the directionX1 ,
the pressure gradient points away from the ridge, this is
both frequencies. At high frequencies¹ p̂3

(2) changes sign
several times around the raised feature. In contrast lo
Downloaded 05 Mar 2008 to 150.135.172.77. Redistribution subject to AI
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frequencies appear to be more favorable to efficient clean
as¹ p̂3

(2) remains essentially positive in a region surroundi
the ridge with thickness on the order ofR. The magnitudes of
the components of the scaled pressure gradient are
greater than 104.

At the frequencyv* 50.1 we have also investigated th
effect of the angle of incidenceu i . We have considered th
case of a grazing wave~nearly parallel to theX1 axis!,
launched from theX1,0. Here, in absence of the ridge, th
first-order isobars would be perpendicular to the planar s
strate. The ridge forces the isobars to become parallel toX1

near its top. The most significant effect on both compone
of the second-order pressure gradient is to alternate its
numerous times around the raised feature. The magni
remains similar to that of a normal incident wave. In terms
the direction of the removal forces, a grazing wave appe
to be less conducive to effective cleaning around the ridg

B. Trench

As in the case of the ridge we initially investigate norm
incident waves, with reduced frequency 0.1 and 0.5. In F
5~a! and 5~b! we show the first-order isobars for these tw
frequencies. Again atv* 50.1, the isobars are only affecte
in the near vicinity of the raised features as well as inside
trench. Atv* 50.5, the first-order pressure map is drastica
perturbed and the corresponding isobars differ significan
from those calculated for a single ridge. The gradient am
tude decreases below21 inside the trench. The isobars tak
the form of a nearly spherical pressure wave originating fr
the trench. This can be explained in terms of a resona

FIG. 2. First-order pressure fields around a ridge for a normal incident w
with ~a! v* 50.1 and~b! v* 50.5. The pressure is in units of W~the am-
plitude of the incident wave! and spatial dimensions are in units of R.
P license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 3. Second-order pressure gradient field near a ridge forv* 50.1 given
as contour maps of sgn(¹p̂i

(2))log(u¹p̂i
(2)u) for ~a! i 51 and ~b! i 53. The

incident wave is normal to the substrate. Thick lines correspond to
gradients. A number with negative sign means that the gradient is orie
along the direction of the negativeX’s. The number indicates the large
order of magnitude of the scaled gradient¹ p̂1

(2) . The interval between two
successive contour lines is equal to 0.2.

FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 3 but forv* 50.5.
Downloaded 05 Mar 2008 to 150.135.172.77. Redistribution subject to AI
trench. The problem of propagation of longitudinal waves
a nonviscous fluid bound by a rigid substrate with two rig
ridges is isomorphic to the problem of propagation of tra
verse waves in a semi-infinite elastic solid, bound by
vacuum, in which two trenches are cut. The elastic mate
separating the two trenches in that latter system is there
equivalent to the trench filled with fluid that we study. Th
elastic material may be viewed as a single elastic ridge. It
been shown that an elastic ridge with an aspect ratio of
exhibits resonating vibrational modes near a reduced
quency of 0.5.11 The trench filled with liquid will therefore
resonate at the same reduced frequency, thus explaining
large amplitude of the first-order pressure inside the tren

In Figs. 6~a! and 6~b! we present the components of th
second-order pressure gradient in the neighborhood of
trench at the lowest frequency considered. As was the c
for the single ridge,¹ p̂1

(2) is antisymmetric. The interior of
the trench is separated by a line of zero gradient. The gr
ent¹ p̂1

(2) points away from the inside surfaces of the trenc
thus favoring the removal of any contaminant particle th
may adhere to the side walls of the trench. The maxim
magnitude of¹ p̂1

(2) is of the order of 103 inside the trench.
The component of the second-order pressure gradient a
X3 ,¹ p̂3

(2) , shown in Fig. 6~b! changes sign several times a
one moves up from the bottom of the trench. This gradi
points upward in a region near the bottom of the trench a
does not exceed a magnitude of 104. Removal of contami-
nant particles sitting at the bottom of the trench may the
fore be possible. Most of the central region of the trench
subjected to a negative gradient opposing particle remo
Positive gradients occur again near the top portion of
trench. The second-order pressure gradient calculated

ro
ed

FIG. 5. Same as Fig. 2 but for two ridges separated by a trench.
P license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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the larger reduced frequency of 0.5@see Figs. 7~a! and 7~b!#,
exhibits a similar behavior as its lower frequency count
part. Most notable is the magnitude of¹ p̂3

(2) at the bottom of
the trench that can be of the order of 106, at least two orders
of magnitude more than in the absence of resonan

FIG. 6. Same as Fig. 3 but for the two-ridge~trench! system andv*
50.1.

FIG. 7. Same as Fig. 6 but forv* 50.5.
Downloaded 05 Mar 2008 to 150.135.172.77. Redistribution subject to AI
-

e.

Figures 8~a! and 8~b! show the effect of the angle o
incidence on the distribution of the second-order press
gradient. We consider the lowest frequencyv* 50.1 and a
grazing incident wave. In contrast with the normal wav
¹ p̂1

(2) is not antisymmetric. Compared to Fig. 6~a!, the line
of zero gradient that separated the trench in half~at X150!
has been shifted toX1'0.5R. This component is now posi
tive over most of the trench and takes on values of the or
of 105 in that region. When comparing¹ p̂3

(2) for the grazing
wave@Fig. 8~b!#, with that corresponding to the normal wav
@Fig. 6~b!#, we observe that the region of positive valu
extends over most of the volume of the trench without s
nificant change in its magnitude. The case of a grazing w
appears to provide a more extensive cleaning of the inte
of the trench.

C. Discussion

In Sec. III A and III B we have discussed the impact
the sign of the second-order pressure gradient~and the re-
moval force! on acoustic cleaning in the vicinity of a singl
ridge and inside a trench. Here we compare quantitativ
the removal force that results from the second-order pres
gradient to the adhesion force of a spherical particle. T
speed of sound in water and the density of this fluid are ta
as cl51531 m s21 and r (0)51000 kg m23, respectively. In
the usual megasonic cleaning processes transducer p
may vary up to a few hundred watts. The area cross sec
of the transducer amounts to a few centimeters square,
the acoustic intensityI 0 may range from a few W cm22 to a
few tens W cm22. The pressure amplitude of the incide
wave, W, is given in terms of the acoustic intensity b

FIG. 8. Same as Fig. 6 but for a grazing wave.
P license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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TABLE I. Calculated van der Waals adhesion force and particle removal force as functions of particle radius.

r 0(mm) f vdW ~N!

f removal ~N!

Ridge:
1–5 MHz, 25mm

Ridge:
25–125 MHz, 1mm

Nonresonating trench:
1 MHz, 25mm

Nonresonating trench:
25 MHz, 1mm

Resonating trench:
5 MHz, 25mm

Resonating trench:
125 MHz, 1mm

1 1.3831029 8.81310211 8.8131029

0.5 6.92310210 1.10310211 1.1031029

0.25 3.46310210 1.38310212 3.45310211 1.38310210 3.4531029

0.1 1.38310210 8.81310214 2.20310212 8.81310212 2.20310210
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W5A2r (0)cl I 0.12 Therefore we choose values ofW ranging
from 3 to 15 atm. Since the computational method that
used for resolving the acoustic problem was limited to
duced frequencies larger thanv* 5vR/cl50.1, the radius of
the raised features we considered in this work depends on
frequency of the acoustic wave. For instance, when using
frequencyn51 MHz ~i.e., an angular frequencyv56.28
3106 rad s21!, the features must be larger than 25mm. In
order to investigate cleaning efficiency of micron size fe
tures we need to consider significantly higher frequenc
(v'25 MHz) than that used routinely in most megaso
cleaning equipment. The subsequent discussion is there
limited to four physical cases:~1! n51 MHz and R
525mm, ~2! n525 MHz andR51 mm, ~3! n55 MHz and
R525mm, and ~4! n5125 MHz andR51 mm. Contami-
nant particles with radiir 051, 0.5, 0.25, and 0.1mm and a
separation distance (d2r 0)510 Å are chosen. We have see
in Secs. A and B that the magnitude of the components of
scaled second-order pressure gradient,¹ p̂(2), for a ridge
(v* 50.1,0.5) or a trench in absence of vibrational res
nance (v* 50.1) does not exceed 104. A resonating trench
(v* 50.5) may increase that magnitude at its bottom up
106. We use these most favorable magnitudes as well as
highest pressure amplitudeW515 atm to calculate uppe
limits of the removal forces. Table I summarizes the resu
for the four physical cases relevant to the ridge and to
trench as well as the adhesion forces acting on a contami
particle with the four different radii. For a ridge and a tren
with R51 mm, removal forces can only be estimated for t
two smallest particle radii. For particle radii on the order
the ridge or trench size, one would expect significant mo
fications of the first-order pressure field and by conseque
of the second-order pressure gradient. The optimum rem
force exceeds the adhesion force only for frequencies n
the resonant frequency of the trench. For all other geom
and frequency, the removal force dominates and the sec
order acoustic field is unable to lift contaminant particle
However, it is necessary to recall that the adhesion force
we are using in Table I is that of a particle interacting with
semi-infinite medium with a flat surface and that this force
normal to the surface. This choice of adhesion force is pro
for a contaminant particle sitting at the bottom of a tren
Particles adhering to the side of a ridge or the sidewall o
trench may be subjected to removal forces that are parall
the sidewall. These forces and their associated moment
provide a cleaning mechanism by which the particles
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rolled along the wall surface. We would like to also note th
the calculation of the second-order pressure gradient
sented in this article is for a nonviscous fluid. That is, t
acoustic field must satisfy a condition of continuity of th
displacement perpendicular to the solid/fluid interface on
In the case of a viscous fluid the acoustic displacement m
also satisfy a condition of continuity in the directions paral
to the solid/fluid interface. This condition will give rise t
sharp variations in the displacement and velocity field with
the so-called acoustic boundary layer. The thickness of
boundary layer scales asAm/vr0 with m the viscosity of the
fluid. For water, at megasonic frequencies, the acou
boundary layer thickness is on the order of 1mm. The addi-
tional condition for continuity should therefore enhance t
magnitude of the second-order pressure gradient1 in the near
vicinity of the ridge or the trench leading to larger remov
forces than those calculated in the present study. It is th
fore not improbable for the removal force around a ridge
inside a trench to exceed the adhesion force even at freq
cies that do not stimulate resonating modes of vibration.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have undertaken an investigation of the second-o
~time independent! pressure gradient field in the vicinity o
patterned silicon wafers immersed in a fluid. We have c
sidered two geometries, namely a single ridge and two rid
forming a trench on a planar substrate. The first-order aco
tic field is calculated using methods based on Green’s fu
tions. The second-order pressure gradient is obtained wi
the context of Nyborg’s perturbation theory. The tim
independent pressure gradient is related to a removal f
acting on a contaminant particle and compared to the van
Waals adhesion force between the particle and a planar
strate. The methodology we employed has some severe
tations. First, the fluid is nonviscous but corrections to
second-order pressure gradient due to viscosity are expe
to enhance the magnitude of the gradient and therefore cl
ing efficiency.1 Second, the reduced frequency,v* 5vR/cl

must be larger than 0.1 as uncontrollable numerical un
tainties arise for lower values. This latter condition impose
lower limit on the trench and ridge dimensions that can
investigated~i.e., .1 mm! at megasonic frequencies. The
dimensions are in excess of feature linewidths~, 1 mm! in
P license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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current integrated circuits. In spite of these limitations s
eral important conclusions concerning megasonic cleanin
patterned wafers can be drawn.

~1! The second-order pressure gradient may take on n
negligible values around ridges or inside trenches,
acoustic energy may be concentrated in small volumes in
vicinity of pattern features with dimensions significant
smaller than the wavelength of the incident acoustic wav

~2! The angle the incident acoustic wave makes with
planar substrate appears to play a very important role in
sign of the second-order pressure gradient near a ridg
inside a trench. In particular more efficient cleaning insid
trench may be achieved by varying the angle from an inco
ing wave with a normal incidence to a grazing wave.

~3! Cleaning efficiency inside a trench may be improv
by employing higher frequencies than are currently us
More specifically, excitation of a trench resonant vibration
mode enhances the magnitude of the second-order pre
gradient~and therefore the removal force!. It is noteworthy
that the resonant reduced frequency of an elastic ridge~and
therefore of a trench filled with fluid! decreases with increas
ing aspect ratio.11 This may allow megasonic cleaning o
deep but narrow trenches.

~4! The magnitude of the second-order pressure grad
~and removal force! increases linearly with the output powe
density of the incident megasonic wave.
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